APPENDIX-II

Personal View Survey (PVS)

Kindly read the questions/statement that follow carefully. See how often they are applicable to you and indicate your response. None of the responses are right or wrong. Please do not leave any question unanswered. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. Thus, feel free to give honest responses to the questions. Your co-operation in this connection would be highly appreciated.

1. Most of days I wake up the determination that I will continue the work which was left incomplete the day before.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

2. I will to face the various challenges in my day to day life.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

3. Often my seniors and chiefs, listen to my words and ideas.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

4. Programming and management at the right time can help to avoid problem in the future.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

5. Usually, I feel that my present deeds and behavior enable to make change in the future.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

6. Altering my day to day routine, makes me unhappy.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

7. It is not important how much hard and tries but to get the right results.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

8. It is difficult for me to image that work an create excitement in my life.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

9. I think t6hat stereotypes ways and pre examination methods are the best choice.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □
10. Often I feel that it is impossible to change my Spouse’s opinion about some materials.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

11. Most of the people work for a living and are under the pressure of their head.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

12. When you are married and have children you lose your freedom.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

13. The new laws which reduce the income of some people should not be approved.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

14. In spite of working hard, it seems that you never achieve your goals.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

15. A person who seldom changes his opinion can be the chosen as the person for posing judgment.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

16. I believe that fate determines the way of life whatever has to happen, will happen.
   It is our destiny.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

17. It does not matter how hard you work, your chiefs are the ones who get all the credit.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

18. I don’t like to talk to people who are confused.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

19. Most of the time hard work and effort plays no role as we not get the right results.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

20. Indulgence in-fanciful theories and day dreaming interested me.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □
21. I never reply to people's questions, unless I surely understand the questions.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

22. When I plan to start a work, I am sure that I will be able to do it.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

23. I am very interested to work.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

24. When I am busy doing a work and am asked to do another work, I am not annoyed.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

25. I know when to get help while I am doing difficult and important work.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

26. I am eager to know things about myself.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

27. I enjoy interacting with people having unusual behavior.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

28. I believe that changing the thinking of one's friend is very difficult.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

29. When you imagine yourself to be alone, it causes a feeling of hopelessness.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

30. I am bothered when I am faced with any unexpected situation in my daily life.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

31. When I make a mistake, I am able to compensate only a little for it.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

32. I feel that striving is not important because in future it may not have any effect.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □

33. I follow the rules because they guide me.
   not at all true □  sometimes true □  moderately true □  completely true □
34. One of the best ways of facing the problem is not to think about it.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

35. I believe that most of the athletes were initially born a good athlete.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

36. I don't like unexpected and unclear situations.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

37. People who try their best showed by supported financially by the society.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

38. Most of my lifetime in wasted on useless work.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

39. Most of the time, I am not sure about my ideas.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

40. I do not pay attention to those ideas which are not fact.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

41. Routine work is boring and is not important to do.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

42. Usually people become angry with me because of no valid reason.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

43. Changes in the normal procedure of work, annoys me.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

44. Usually when someone works for the betterment of the society it is not acceptable to me.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

45. I am unable to defend myself when someone offends me.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

46. Most of the days I do not feel enthusiastic.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □
47. I think when a person talks about an individual’s freedom; it is just for preaching others.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

48. Whenever I am blamed, I usually feel it is in correct.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

49. I want to be sure that there will be someone to take care of me when I get old.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □

50. My life is under the control of politician.
   not at all true □ sometimes true □ moderately true □ completely true □